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Abstract12

The problem of constructing hitting-set generators for polynomials of low degree is fundamental13

in complexity theory and has numerous well-known applications. We study the following question,14

which is a relaxation of this problem: Is it easier to construct a hitting-set generator for polynomials15

p : Fn → F of degree d if we are guaranteed that the polynomial vanishes on at most an ε > 016

fraction of its inputs? We will specifically be interested in tiny values of ε� d/|F|. This question17

was first considered by Goldreich and Wigderson (STOC 2014), who studied a specific setting geared18

for a particular application, and another specific setting was later studied by the third author (CCC19

2017).20

In this work our main interest is a systematic study of the relaxed problem, in its general form,21

and we prove results that significantly improve and extend the two previously-known results. Our22

contributions are of two types:23

Over fields of size 2 ≤ |F| ≤ poly(n), we show that the seed length of any hitting-set generator24

for polynomials of degree d ≤ n.49 that vanish on at most ε = |F|−t of their inputs is at least25

Ω ((d/t) · log(n)).26

Over F2, we show that there exists a (non-explicit) hitting-set generator for polynomials of degree27

d ≤ n.99 that vanish on at most ε = |F|−t of their inputs with seed length O ((d− t) · log(n)). We28

also show a polynomial-time computable hitting-set generator with seed length29

O
(
(d− t) ·

(
2d−t + log(n)

))
.30

In addition, we prove that the problem we study is closely related to the following question:31

“Does there exist a small set S ⊆ Fn whose degree-d closure is very large?”, where the degree-d32

closure of S is the variety induced by the set of degree-d polynomials that vanish on S.33
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1 Introduction52

Let Pn,q,d denote the set of all polynomials Fn → F of total degree d over the field of size53

q = |F|. We think of n as sufficiently large, and of the degree d and the field size q as54

functions of n. For simplicity, throughout the paper we assume that d < n.155

A fundamental problem in complexity theory is that of constructing hitting-set generators56

for low-degree polynomials. Recall that a Hitting-Set Generator (HSG) for Pn,q,d is a function57

H : {0, 1}` → Fn such that for every non-zero polynomial p ∈ Pn,q,d there exists s ∈ {0, 1}`58

satisfying p(H(s)) 6= 0 (see Definition 11); in other words, every non-zero polynomial59

p ∈ Pn,q,d does not vanish on at least one element in the hitting-set S =
{
H(s) : s ∈ {0, 1}`

}
.60

The two main measures of efficiency for HSGs are the seed length ` (equivalently, the size of61

the hitting-set S as a multiset) and the computational complexity of H as a function (i.e.,62

the computational complexity of generating an element of the hitting-set S given its index s).63

A standard linear-algebraic argument yields a lower bound of Ω (d · log (n/d)) on the seed64

length of any HSG for Pn,q,d, and a standard probabilistic argument shows that there exists65

a HSG for Pn,q,d with matching seed length O (d · log(n/d) + log log(q)) (see Fact 14 and66

Fact 15). Naturally, the probabilistic upper-bound does not guarantee that the function67

H is efficiently-computable. Thus, the main open problem concerning HSGs for Pn,q,d is68

to construct efficiently-computable HSGs with seed length that matches the known lower69

bound. This well-known problem (as well as a variant that refers to pseudorandom generators70

as in Definition 13) has attracted a significant amount of attention over the years; see,71

e.g., [32, 29, 26, 25, 9, 10, 8, 27, 43, 28, 12, 35], and the related survey by Viola [42].72

Several years ago, Goldreich and Wigderson [18, Section 5] considered a relaxed version73

of the foregoing problem. In general terms, what they asked is the following:74

Does the HSG problem become easier if we are guaranteed that the polynomial75

vanishes rarely (i.e., has very few roots)?76

Note that, intuitively, we expect that the relaxed problem will indeed be easier: This is77

both since there are less polynomials that vanish rarely (than arbitrary polynomials), and78

since for any such polynomial p, almost all inputs will “hit” p.79

In their original paper, Goldreich and Wigderson considered a specific instance of this80

problem, geared for a particular application (see Section 1.2 for details). In this paper our81

goal is to study the relaxed problem in and of itself, in a systematic and general way. Our82

motivation for doing so is three-fold. First, this is a special (and potentially-easy) case83

of the classical HSG problem, and thus constitutes a potential path to make progress on84

the classical problem. Secondly, the relaxed question is of independent interest as part of85

the broad study of quantified derandomization, which was initiated in the original work of86

Goldreich and Wigderson [18] (see also, e.g., [40, 11, 14]). And thirdly, as polynomial-based87

1 Most of our results also carry on to the setting of d > n, albeit with less “clean” parametrizations.
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constructions are ubiquitous in complexity theory, any progress in our understanding of88

structured classes of polynomials or in related HSG constructions may be valuable for other89

explicit constructions.90

To be more formal, denote by Pn,q,d,ε the set of polynomials p ∈ Pn,q,d such that91

Prx∈Fn [p(x) = 0] ≤ ε; that is, Pn,q,d,ε is the set of degree-d polynomials that vanish rarely,92

where the notion of “rarely” is parametrized by the parameter ε. The two main questions we93

consider in this context are:94

The combinatorial question: What is the minimal size of a hitting-set for Pn,q,d,ε?95

Equivalently, we ask what is the minimal seed length of any HSG for Pn,q,d,ε. This96

question is combinatorial since it refers to the existence of a HSG, regardless of its97

computational complexity.98

The computational question: For which values of ε > 0 can we construct a HSG for99

Pn,q,d,ε with small seed length that will be efficiently-computable? In other words, can we100

simultaneously optimize not only the seed length but also the computational complexity101

of HSGs for Pn,q,d,ε?102

1.1 Context and Previous Work103

Let us first delineate some trivial values for ε. To do so, first recall that we expect a random104

polynomial to vanish on q−1 of its inputs. Now, by the Schwartz-Zippel lemma, any non-zero105

p ∈ Pn,q,d has at most an ε = d/q fraction of roots; this bound is quite good when q is large106

compared to d, and in general, for arbitrary d and q, any non-zero polynomial vanishes on at107

most 1− δ of its inputs, where δ ≥ q−d/(q−1) denotes the relative distance of the Reed-Muller108

code of degree d over Fq. Therefore, the value ε = 1 − δ represents the general case (i.e.,109

the case of hitting any non-zero polynomial). Remarkably, we also have a minimal non-zero110

value that ε can have: By a theorem of Warning [45], every polynomial in Fnq → Fq of degree111

d that vanishes somewhere vanishes on at least a q−d fraction of its inputs. Therefore, hitting112

polynomials that vanish on ε < q−d fraction of their inputs is trivial, since such polynomials113

have no zeroes. It will be useful to denote ε = q−t from now on.114

q−d q−1 1− δ

Figure 1 The two extremal values of ε (i.e., ε = q−d and ε = 1− δ) and the expected ε = q−1 for
a random polynomial. (The parameter δ denotes the relative distance of the corresponding q-ary
Reed-Muller code RM(n, d).)

Referring to the combinatorial question, the standard probabilistic argument mentioned115

before shows there exists a HSG for Pn,q,d,ε with seed length O(log log(|Pn,q,d,ε|)). Thus,116

the combinatorial question is intimately connected to the long-standing open problem of117

determining the weight distribution of the Reed-Muller code, i.e., counting the number of118

polynomials in Pn,q,d that vanish on precisely ε > 0 of their inputs, for every ε > 0. The119

latter problem has been studied since the late 60’s (see, e.g., [4, 22]), but is currently settled120

only for d = 2 (see [37, 31]). Only recently have general results been obtained for d > 2, and121

the bounds in these results are asymptotic (rather than precise bounds) and hold only over122

F2 (see [24, 1]). More generally, this problem is a special case of the well-known problem of123

studying weight distributions of (classes of) linear codes, which is typically tackled using124

weight enumerator polynomials (for relevant background see, e.g., [30, Chapter 5]). Note,125

however, that the weight distribution problem is more general, since it refers to all non-trivial126

values of ε > 0, whereas in our setting we focus only on tiny values of ε.127

APPROX/RANDOM 2020



7:4 On Hitting-Set Generators for Polynomials that Vanish Rarely

Another related line of works focuses on structural properties of biased polynomials. Fixing128

a polynomial p : Fn → F and looking at the distribution over F that is obtained by evaluating129

p at a random point, we can ask whether this distribution is close to uniform, or whether it is130

far from uniform, in which case we call the polynomial biased. A sequence of works showed131

that biased polynomials are very “structured”, in the sense that they can be determined132

by a relatively-small number of polynomials of lower degree (see [19, 23, 21, 5, 7, 6]). Our133

setting is much more specific than the setting in these works, since their assumption is only134

that the polynomial is biased, whereas our assumption is that the polynomial is biased in a135

very specific manner (i.e., one output-value has tiny weight ε > 0). Thus, the results in these136

works typically do not seem sufficiently strong to be useful in our more specific setting.2137

Goldreich and Wigderson [18, Section 5], who were motivated by a specific application in138

circuit complexity (derandomization of AC0[⊕]), constructed a polynomial-time computable139

HSG for the setting of q = 2 and ε = 2−(d−O(1)) = O(2−d) (for details see Section 1.2).140

Thus, they gave an upper-bound for the computational question, which holds only for F2141

polynomials with extremely few roots. In a subsequent work by the third author [40], two142

combinatorial lower bounds were proved for the setting of q = poly(n) and ε = q−O(1)
143

(again, for details see Section 1.2). Thus, the subsequent work showed lower bounds for the144

combinatorial question, which hold only for polynomials over Fpoly(n) with a relatively-large145

number of roots (i.e., only mildly less roots than the expected value of ε = q−1). In both146

previous works, ad-hoc arguments were used to obtain the corresponding results.147

1.2 Our Main Results148

Our first main result is a general lower bound for the combinatorial problem. For context,149

in [40] it was shown that when q = poly(n), any HSG for Pn,d,q,q−O(1) requires a seed of150

length Ω(dΩ(1) · log(n/dΩ(1))); and any HSG with constant density3 for Pn,d,q,q−1 requires a151

seed of length Ω(d · log(n/d)). Thus, both previous lower bounds referred to the setting of152

q = poly(n) and of ε = q−O(1) (i.e., t = O(1)).153

The following result shows a lower bound that is both significantly stronger, and – more154

importantly – applies to a far broader parameter setting. In particular, the following result155

applies to a general q ≤ poly(n) and to values of ε = q−t almost up to the extreme value of156

ε = q−d, and gives a lower bound of Ω((d/t) · log(n)):157

I Theorem 1 (lower bound over general fields). For every constant c > 1 there exists a158

constant γ > 0 such that the following holds. For every n, q, d, t ∈ N such that 2 ≤ q ≤ nc159

is a prime power, d ≤ n.49, and t ≤ γ · d, any HSG for Pn,q,d,q−t requires a seed of length160

Ω ((d/t) · log(n)).161

Let us parse the meaning of the lower bound in Theorem 1. For comparison, recall that162

there exists a HSG for all polynomials of degree d ≤ n.49 with seed length O(d · log(n)).163

Theorem 1 tells us that the relaxation of only requiring to “hit” polynomials that vanish164

with probability q−t can “buy” a factor of at most 1/t in the seed length. In particular, there165

does not exist a significantly smaller hitting-set for polynomials that vanish with probability166

q−O(1). Perhaps surprisingly, this is also true for polynomials that vanish with probability167

q−d
o(1) (since the lower bound remains almost linear in d · log(n)). Only for polynomials168

that vanish with probability q−dΩ(1) does our lower bound imply that a significantly smaller169

2 One exception is the field F2, in which the notions of bias and of “vanish rarely” converge. Indeed, the
proofs of our results for F2 use insights developed in this sequence of works.

3 A hitting-set S for a class P has density ε > 0 if for every p ∈ P it holds that Prs∈S [p(s) 6= 0] ≥ ε.
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hitting-set might exist; and at an “extreme” value of q−Ω(d), our lower bound does not rule170

out a polynomial-sized hitting-set. For technical statements that include various extensions171

and improvements of Theorem 1 (and in particular also hold for polynomials of higher degree172

n.49 < d ≤ γ · n), see Section 5.4173

Now, still referring to the combinatorial question, we observe that a result of Kaufmann,174

Lovett, and Porat [24], which upper-bounds the number of biased F2 polynomials (i.e.,175

analyzes the weight distribution of the Reed-Muller code over F2), yields a corresponding176

existential upper-bound. Specifically:177

I Theorem 2 (upper-bound over F2, following [24]). Let n, d, t ∈ N where d > t. Then, there178

exists a (non-explicit) hitting-set for Pn,2,d,2−t with seed length O
(

(d− t) · log( n
d−t )

)
.179

Note that while the lower bound in Theorem 1 holds for any finite field, the upper bound180

in Theorem 2 holds only over F2. Nevertheless, comparing Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 (for181

F = F2 and d ≤ n.49) reveals that there is still a significant gap between the upper-bound182

and the lower-bound: The lower bound is of the form (d/t) · log(n), whereas the existential183

upper bound is of the form (d− t) · log(n). For example, the lower bound indicates that there184

might exist a significantly smaller hitting-set for the relaxed problem when t = dΩ(1), whereas185

the existential upper bound is significantly better than the one for the original problem only186

for t = d− dΩ(1).187

Our last main result is computational and shows an explicit construction of a HSG. As188

mentioned above, Goldreich and Wigderson [18] constructed a polynomial-time computable189

HSG with seed length O(log(n)) that “hits” polynomials Fn2 → F2 of degree d that vanish190

on O(2−d) of their inputs (for any d ∈ N). We prove a significantly more general result, by191

constructing an explicit HSG for Pn,2,d,2−t for any t < d−O(1):192

I Theorem 3 (explicit upper-bound over F2). Let n ∈ N be sufficiently large, and let d > t+ 4193

be integers. Then, there exists a polynomial-time computable HSG for Pn,2,d,2−t with seed194

length O
(

(d− t) ·
(

2d−t + log( n
d−t )

))
.195

Note that the original result from [18] is the special case of Theorem 3 when t = d−O(1).196

Also note that the seed length of the explicit HSG from Theorem 3 depends exponentially on197

d− t, whereas the seed length of the non-explicit HSG from Theorem 2 depends linearly on198

d− t. We also comment that the result is actually slightly stronger, and asserts that for any199

r ∈ N there exists a polynomial-time computable HSG for
⋃
d Pn,2,d,qd−r with seed length200

O(r · (2r + log(n/r))); that is, for every r there is a single HSG that works for all degrees d201

with t = d− r.202

Below, in Table 1, we present an informal summary of the main results mentioned above,203

and compare them to previously-known results.204

1.3 The Connection to Small Sets With Large Degree-d Closures205

In addition to our lower-bounds and upper-bounds for the problem of HSGs for polynomials206

that vanish rarely, we also tie this problem to the study of a clean and elegant algebraic207

question; namely, to the study of the degree-d closure of a set S ⊆ Fn, which was recently208

initiated by Nie and Wang [33].209

4 In these technical results, the log(n) term in the lower bound in Theorem 1 is replaced by a more
complicated term that depends on d and on t, for example log(n.99 · (t/d)).

APPROX/RANDOM 2020



7:6 On Hitting-Set Generators for Polynomials that Vanish Rarely

Seed length Field Size ε

Lower bounds

[40] Ω(dΩ(1) · log(n/dΩ(1))) q = poly(n) q−O(1)

Theorem 1 Ω((d/t) · logn) (d ≤ n.49) 2 ≤ q ≤ poly(n) q−t

Theorem 23 Ω((d/t) · log(n.99 · t/d)) (d/t / q · n.01) 2 ≤ q ≤ poly(n) q−t

Upper bounds

[18] O(logn) (explicit) q = 2 2−d+O(1)

Theorem 2 O((d− t) log( n
d−t ) (non-explicit) q = 2 2−t

Theorem 3 O((d− t) · (2d−t + log( n
d−t )) (explicit) q = 2 2−t

Table 1 An informal summary of our results and comparison to previous results.

Using terminology from algebraic geometry, the degree-d closure of a set S ⊆ Fn is a210

finite-degree analogue of the Zariski closure of S, and is defined as the variety induced by211

the set of degree-d polynomials Fn → F that vanish on S. In more detail, let us first define212

the degree-d ideal of S to be I(d)(S) = {p ∈ Pd : ∀s ∈ S, p(s) = 0}, where Pd is the set of213

degree-d polynomials Fn → F.5 Then, the degree-d closure of S is defined by:214

Cl(d)(S) = {x ∈ Fn : ∀p ∈ I(d)(S), p(x) = 0}.215

As an example, observe that the degree-d closure of any d+ 1 points on a fixed line in Fn216

contains the entire line. As another example, recall that the closure of any Kakeya set in Fnq217

with respect to homogeneous degree-(q − 1) polynomials is the entire domain Fnq (this was218

proved by Dvir [16, Section 3] towards showing that any Kakeya set is necessarily of size at219

least
(
q+n−1
n

)
).220

Following the latter example, it is natural to ask whether there exists a very small set221

S ⊆ Fn whose degree-d closure is very large. An initial observation towards answering this222

question is that a set S ⊆ Fn has maximal degree-d closure (i.e., Cl(d)(S) = Fn) if and only223

if S is a hitting-set for degree-d polynomials. (This is since in both cases, the only degree-d224

polynomial that vanishes on S is the zero polynomial.)225

I Observation 4 (maximal closure ⇐⇒ hitting-set). A set S ⊆ Fn is a hitting-set for (all)226

degree-d polynomials if and only if
∣∣∣Cl(d)(S)

∣∣∣ = qn.227

Loosely speaking, the main result of Nie and Wang [33] extends Observation 4 by showing228

that that for any S ⊆ Fn it holds that
∣∣∣Cl(d)(S)

∣∣∣ ≤ |S|
(n+d
d ) · |F|

n. The meaning of this result229

is that, while there exist sets of size |S| =
(
n+d
d

)
whose degree-d closure is Fn, the degree-d230

closure of smaller sets decreases by a factor of at least |S|
(n+d
d ) .

6
231

5 Note that I(d)(S) is not an actual ideal in the ring of n-variate polynomials over F, since multiplying
p ∈ I(d)(S) by another polynomial does not necessarily preserve the degree of p.

6 Another result along these lines was recently proved by Beelen and Datta [3], who showed a tight
upper-bound on the size of the variety induced by any subspace of degree-d polynomials (rather than
only for varieties induced by a subspace of the form I(d)(S) for some S ⊆ Fn).
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We take another approach to extending Observation 4, by establishing a connection232

between the study of small sets with large closures and the study of HSGs for polynomials233

that vanish rarely. Specifically, we show two-way implications between the statement that234

S is a hitting-set generator for polynomials that vanish rarely, and the statement that S235

has large closure. In more detail, we relate hitting-sets for polynomials that vanish with236

probability q−t to sets with closure of size qn−t:237

I Theorem 5 (small sets with large closures versus hitting-sets for polynomials that vanish238

rarely). Let F be a field of size q, let n ∈ N and t < d < n, and let S ⊆ Fn. Then,239

1. If
∣∣∣Cl(d)(S)

∣∣∣ > qn−t, then S is a hitting-set for Pn,q,d,q−t .240

2. If S is a hitting-set for Pn,q,d,q−t , then
∣∣∣Cl(d/2(t+1))(S)

∣∣∣ > 1
2 · q

n−t.241

Notice that Theorem 5 does not show a complete equivalence between the two notions,242

since in the second item the closure refers to degree d/2t rather than to degree d. Thus,243

intuitively, Theorem 5 asserts that constructing a small set with a large degree-d closure is at244

least as hard as constructing a hitting-set for polynomials that vanish rarely; and while it also245

gives a converse reduction (in the second item), it is nevertheless possible that constructing a246

hitting-set for polynomials that vanish rarely is an easier problem. We also remark that the247

first item in Theorem 5 is almost immediate, whereas the second item requires more work248

(see Appendix C for details).249

Lastly, we comment that one can obtain an upper-bound on the size of Cl(d)(S) for250

small sets S ⊆ Fn by combining the first item in Theorem 5 with our lower bound from251

Theorem 1. (This is since the former asserts that sets with closure of size qn−t are hitting-sets252

for Pn,q,d,q−t , whereas the latter asserts that any such hitting-set must be large.) However,253

the bounds obtained in this way are not stronger than the known bounds proved in [33]. For254

more details see Appendix C.255

2 Overview of Our Techniques256

2.1 Combinatorial Lower Bounds From Low-Degree Dispersers257

The proofs of our lower bounds on HSGs for polynomials that vanish rarely rely on a258

complexity-theoretic approach, rather than on a direct algebraic analysis. Specifically, we259

reduce the problem of constructing HSGs for arbitrary polynomials to the problem of260

constructing HSGs for polynomials that vanish rarely; since we already know lower bounds261

for the former, we obtain lower bounds for the latter.262

Specifically, given an arbitrary non-zero polynomial p0 : Fm → F, we will use a form of263

“error-reduction” for polynomials (akin to error-reduction for probabilistic algorithms; see264

below) to obtain another polynomial p : Fn → F such that:265

1. The polynomial p vanishes rarely.266

2. Any non-zero input for p can be mapped into a small list of inputs for p0 that contains a267

non-zero input for p0.268

To define p, fix a (k, δ)-disperser Disp : Fn × {0, 1}` → Fm, for appropriate parameters k269

and δ that we will determine in a moment.7 Then, p is the result of the following procedure:270

7 A (k, δ)-disperser Disp : Fn × {0, 1}` → Fm is a function such that for every T ⊆ Fm satisfying
|T |/|F |m ≥ δ, for all but at most 2k of the inputs z ∈ Fn there exists i ∈ {0, 1}` such that Disp(z, i) ∈ T .

APPROX/RANDOM 2020



7:8 On Hitting-Set Generators for Polynomials that Vanish Rarely

Given z ∈ Fn, compute the 2` inputs {Disp(z, i)}i∈{0,1}` , evaluate p0 at each of these inputs,271

and output the disjunction of these evaluations; that is:272

p(z) =
∨

i∈{0,1}`
p0 (Disp(z, i)) .273

The disperser Disp has the property that for every set T ⊆ Fm of density at least δ it274

holds that Prz∈Fn [∀i Disp(z, i) /∈ T ] ≤ ε = 2k/qn. We take T to be the set of elements in275

Fn on which p0 does not vanish, and take δ to be the density of T (i.e., δ is the distance of276

the corresponding Reed-Muller code); we also let k = (n− t) · log(q). Then, the polynomial277

p vanishes on at most an ε = 2k/qn = q−t fraction of its inputs. Also, any non-zero input278

z ∈ Fn for p can be mapped to a list of 2` inputs {xi = Disp(z, i)}i∈{0,1}` for p0 such that279

for some i ∈ {0, 1}` it holds that p0(xi) 6= 0, as we wanted.280

The reduction above shows that if there exists a HSG with seed length s for polynomials281

Fn → F of degree d = deg(p) that vanish with probability ε, then there exists a corresponding282

HSG with seed length s + ` for all non-zero polynomials Fm → F of degree d0 = deg(p0).283

The known lower bound on the latter, which asserts that s+ ` = Ω(d0 · log(m/d0)), yields a284

corresponding lower bound on the former.285

While this is indeed our main idea, it unfortunately does not quite work as-is. The main286

challenge is that the reduction above incurs significant overheads that crucially deteriorate287

the lower bound. Most importantly, the degree of the polynomial increases (from d0 = deg(p0)288

to d = deg(p)), and the number of variables also increases (from m to n); this affects us since289

we are interested in a lower bound as a function of n and d, whereas our lower bound is a290

function of m and d0. Moreover, the lower bound deteriorates by an additive factor of `,291

since each non-zero input z ∈ Fn for p yields 2` inputs for p0, one of which is guaranteed to292

be non-zero. Thus, we want to modify the reduction above, in order to minimize the blowup293

in the degree and in the number of variables, and also minimize the seed length ` of the294

disperser.295

A coding-theoretic perspective296

One can view the procedure described above as amplifying the weight (i.e., the fraction of297

non-zero coordinates) of a codeword in the Reed-Muller code. At first glance, this task seems298

similar to the task of amplifying the distance of linear error-correcting codes; in particular,299

the disperser-based technique described above is technically reminiscent of the well-known300

distance amplification technique of Alon et al. [2].8 However, the crucial difference is that301

we are interested in amplifying the weight to be much larger than 1− 1/q, and indeed our302

resulting subcode (of polynomials that vanish rarely) is a small and non-linear subcode of303

the Reed-Muller code. Moreover, as explained above, we will be particularly interested in304

the degree blow-up, which is a parameter specific to polynomial-based codes.305

Warm-up: The setting of d� q306

For simplicity, let us assume that q = poly(n) and that d ≤ n.99. In this case the fraction δ307

of non-zeroes of p0 is very close to one and we only need Disp to be a (k, .99)-disperser for308

k = (n− t) · log(q).309

8 The main differences are that we will use a specific disperser that is different from theirs, to minimize
the degree blow-up; and that we handle alphabet reduction differently (using an OR function instead of
code concatenation), since our target weight is much larger than 1− 1/q.
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Note that to compute p at an input z ∈ Fn, we wish to compute Dispi(z) = Disp(z, i) as310

a function of z for each fixed value i of the seed. Since we want p to have degree as low as311

possible, we are interested in objects that we call low-degree dispersers: Informally, a disperser312

Disp : Fn × {0, 1}` → Fm has low degree if for any i ∈ {0, 1}` and j ∈ [m], the polynomial313

qi,j(z) = Disp(z, i)j (i.e., qi,j(z) is the jth output element of Disp(z, i) as a function of z)314

has low degree (see Definition 16 and Definition 17). Note that in our argument we only315

need the existence of a low-degree disperser (i.e., we do not need the low-degree disperser to316

be efficiently computable); however, the dispersers that are obtained via naive probabilistic317

arguments do not have low degree.318

Fortunately, in the current “warm-up” setting we can get a good (albeit non-optimal)319

lower bound even using the “naive disperser” that just performs uniform sampling: That320

is, the disperser that treats its input z ∈ Fn as n/m substrings of length m, and treats its321

seed as an index i ∈ [n/m], and outputs the ith substring of length m in z. Note that this322

disperser is linear (i.e., has degree one), since for a fixed seed, each output element is a323

projection of a corresponding input element.324

We do encounter one other problem in implementing our idea in this setting, which is the325

degree blow-up that comes from the fact that p computes the OR function on the outputs326

of the disperser (recall that the OR function of 2` inputs has maximal degree (q − 1) · 2`).327

To circumvent this problem, we replace the OR function with a multivalued OR function.328

Specifically, observe that in the reduction above it suffices that on any non-zero input y ∈ F2` ,329

the OR function will output some non-zero element (rather than map any non-zero y to330

1 ∈ F). In contrast to the OR function, there exists a multivalued OR function of 2` elements331

with degree roughly 2` (see Proposition 10).332

Working out the precise parameters, this approach transforms any p0 of degree d0 into a333

corresponding p of degree d = d0 · 2` = d0 · t · log(q), and for every t ≤ d/O(log(q)) implies a334

lower bound of Ω(d0 · log(m/d0))− ` = Ω(d/t) on the seed length of HSGs for polynomials335

that vanish with probability q−t. To improve this lower bound to match the bound stated in336

Theorem 1, we use a disperser that is better than the naive one, and utilize the techniques337

that are outlined below (see Section 5).338

The more challenging setting of d� q339

Observe that in the argument above we “paid” for the seed length ` of the disperser twice:340

One loss was a blow-up of 2` in the degree (since the multivalued OR function has degree341

2`), and the other loss was that the lower bound on the seed length of the HSG decayed342

additively in ` (because our reduction maps any non-zero input for p to a list of 2` inputs for343

p0). Also note that the first loss decreases the lower bound itself, whereas the second loss344

limits the values of t to which the lower bound applies (to ones for which `� d0 · log(m/d0)).345

When d� q these two losses may deteriorate our lower bound much more severely than346

in the “warm-up” setting. This is because when q was large we instantiated the disperser347

with the parameter δ = Ω(1), and hence its seed length was relatively small, whereas in our348

current setting the value of δ = q−d0/(q−1) may be much smaller.9349

In the special case when F is a prime field, this problem can be overcome by starting not350

from a lower bound for hitting all degree-d0 polynomials, but rather from a lower bound351

for hitting a large subcode of the corresponding Reed-Muller code (i.e., a subcode with352

9 To demonstrate the problem, note that over fields of constant size, even a disperser with optimal
parameters would yield a quadratic degree blow-up, regardless of t; that is, d ≥ 2` · d0 ≥ 2log(t·log(q)/δ) ·
d0 = Ωq((d0)2 · t), compared to the previous blow-up of d = Ωq(d0 · t) when we had δ = Ω(1).
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dimension linear in
(
m+d0
d0

)
) that still has distance Ω(1); see [15, Appendix B] for details. To353

overcome the problem also over non-prime fields, we show a general method that, regardless354

of the disperser, allows us to “pay” only an O(t) factor in the degree blow-up, instead of the355

2` factor. This method does not prevent the additive loss of ` in the seed length, and we will356

explain how this additive loss affects us in the end of the current section.357

To explain this method, fix a disperser, and recall that our goal is to “hit” the set358

G ⊆ Fn of inputs z such that for some i ∈ {0, 1}` it holds that p0(Disp(z, i)) 6= 0 (since any359

z ∈ G maps to 2` inputs, one of which “hits” the original polynomial p0). We think of the360

polynomial p above as a test of its input z ∈ Fn that distinguishes between G and Fn \G361

(i.e., p vanishes precisely on Fn \G). Our initial approach to hit G was to construct a HSG362

for the test p, which would output some z ∈ G.363

The key observation is that constructing a HSG for p is an “overkill”. Specifically, to hit364

G, we can replace the test p by a distribution p over tests that distinguishes between G and365

Fn \G, with high probability, and still deduce that any HSG for the tests in the support of p366

outputs some z ∈ G. That is, we replace the test p for G by a randomized test p for G such367

that the polynomials in the support of p have lower degree than p, and show that “hitting”368

the polynomials in the support of p still allows us to “hit” G. Moreover, since p “tests” a369

dense set G with small error, by an averaging argument almost all of the polynomials in the370

support of p vanish rarely; thus, it suffices to “hit” only the polynomials in the support of p371

that vanish rarely.372

More accurately, let us instantiate our disperser with k = (n − 2t) · log(q), instead of373

k = (n− t) · log(q), such that the density of G is 1− q−2t (this is to allow for some slackness374

in the parameters). Then, the following holds:375

I Lemma 6 (informal; see Appendix A). Assume that there exists a distribution p over376

polynomials Fn → F such that for every z ∈ G it holds that Pr[p(z) 6= 0] ≥ 1− q−2t and for377

every z /∈ G it holds that Pr[p(z) = 0] = 1. Further assume that every polynomial in the378

support of p has degree O(d · t). Then, any hitting-set for polynomials of degree O(d · t) that379

vanish on at most 2q−t of their inputs contains some z ∈ G.380

Our construction of the specific distribution p that we use is simple: Starting from381

the construction of p above, instead of taking an OR of the evaluations of p0 on the entire382

output-set of the disperser (i.e., on all seeds), we sample from the seeds of the disperser. More383

accurately, to sample a polynomial f ∼ p, we uniformly sample 2t vectors a(1), ..., a(2t) ∈ F2` ,384

and output the polynomial385

f(z) = ORj∈[2t]

∑
i∈2`

a
(j)
i · p0(Disp(z, i))

 .386

To see why this distribution works, observe that if z ∈ G then a random F-linear sum387

of the elements {Disp(x, i)}i∈{0,1}` will be non-zero with probability 1 − 1/q, whereas if388

z /∈ G then such a sum will be zero, with probability one. Thus, a random polynomial in p389

computes the disjunction of 2t such random sums, and it is straightforward to see that its390

“error probability” is q−2t and its degree is O(d0 · t) (assuming that the disperser is linear).391

Using Lemma 6, any HSG for polynomials of degree O(d0 · t) that vanish on at most q−2t of392

their inputs outputs some z ∈ G. We therefore reduced the problem of constructing a HSG393

for p0 to the problem of constructing a HSG for polynomials of degree d = O(d0 · t) that394

vanish on at most q−2t of their inputs.395

The last missing piece is that we need a concrete disperser to instantiate the argument396

with, and the parameters of the disperser will determine the lower bound that we get.397
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Furthermore, recall that we are losing an additive factor of ` in the lower bound, and thus398

any lower bound that we get using this approach applies only to values of t such that399

`� d0 · log(m/d0). Specifically, the approach above gives the following lemma (for simplicity,400

we state it only for linear dispersers):401

I Lemma 7 (linear dispersers yield lower bounds on HSGs for polynomials that vanish rarely;402

informal, see Corollary 20). Let d0 < m be integers, let F be a field of size q, and let t ∈ N.403

Assume that for k = (n− 2t) · log(q) and δ = q−d0/(q−1) there exists a linear (k, δ)-disperser404

Disp : Fn × {0, 1}` → Fm. Then, for d = 4d0 · t, if ` ≤ d
8t · log(mt/d), then the seed length405

for any HSG for Pn,q,d,2q−t is Ω ((d/t) · log (mt/d)).406

Note that to get a good lower bound using Lemma 7 we want a linear disperser Fnq ×407

{0, 1}` → Fmq for large min-entropy k = (n−2t) · log(q) that has small seed length ` and large408

output length m.10 In particular, if there exists a linear disperser with optimal parameters,409

then a lower bound of Ω((d/t) · log(nt/d)) would follow for essentially all settings of the410

parameters (see Corollary 21).411

Our lower bounds, which include Theorem 1 and various extensions and are presented412

in Section 5, are proved by instantiating Lemma 7 with specific useful dispersers. In a413

gist, Theorem 1 and some extensions are proved using a linear disperser that we obtain414

by modifying the extractor by Shaltiel and Umans [36]; the original extractor works over415

the binary alphabet, and we modify it to a linear disperser over an arbitrary field Fq (see416

Appendix B for details). Another extension of Theorem 1, which applies only to fields of417

constant size, is proved using a linear disperser that is based on the recent construction of418

“linear 1-local expanders” by Goldreich [17], following Viola and Wigderson [44].419

2.2 Explicit Upper Bound Over F2420

To construct the explicit HSG for polynomials Fn2 → F2 that vanish rarely in Theorem 3 we421

generalize a construction of [18], by extending a proof approach from [40]. In high-level, we422

reduce the problem of constructing a HSG for polynomials that vanish rarely to the problem423

of constructing a PRG for arbitrary low-degree polynomials, and then use the explicit PRG424

of Viola [43] for low-degree polynomials.425

In more detail, we say that a polynomial p : Fn2 → F2 is approximated by a distribution h426

over polynomials h : Fn2 → F2 if for every x ∈ Fn2 it holds that Prh[h(x) = p(x)] ≥ .99. Our427

first step is to show that any polynomial p ∈ Pn,2,d,q−t can be approximated by a distribution428

h over polynomials of degree d − t. To do so, let ∆a(p) be the directional derivative of p429

in direction a ∈ Fn2 (i.e., the function ∆ap(x) = p(x + a) + p(x)). We sample h ∼ h by430

uniformly sampling ~a = a(1), ..., a(k) ∈ Fn2 , where k = t−O(1), and outputting the polynomial431

h~a = ∆a(k)∆a(k−1) ...∆a(1)(p) + 1; that is, we derive p in k random directions, and “negate”432

the output.433

Note that indeed deg(h~a) = d − t + O(1). Now, for any fixed x ∈ Fn2 and non-empty434

S ⊆ [k], the probability over ~a that p
(
x+

∑
i∈S a

(i)) = 1 is at least 1− 2−t (since p vanishes435

with probability at most 2−t, and x+
∑
i∈S a

(i) is uniform in Fn2 ). Thus, by a union bound,436

with probability at least .99 over the choice of ~a, for every non-empty S ⊆ [k] it holds that437

p
(
x+

∑
i∈S a

(i)) = 1. In this case, we have that h~a(x) =
∑
S⊆[k] p

(
x+

∑
i∈S a

(i)) + 1 =438

p(x) + (2k − 1) + 1 = p(x). Hence, the distribution h also has the property that for every439

x ∈ Fn2 it holds that Pr[h(x) = p(x)] ≥ .99.440

10Moreover, since our error δ = q−d0/(q−1) might be large, we want good dependency of the parameters `
and m on the error δ.
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Our next observation is similar to the “randomized tests” technique mentioned in Sec-441

tion 2.1: We show that if a distribution h over low-degree polynomials approximates p,442

then a pseudorandom generator for the polynomials in the support of h (with sufficiently443

small constant error) also “hits” p. Combining the two claims, we get a reduction from the444

problem of constructing a HSG for Pn,2,d,q−t to the problem of constructing a PRG (with445

small constant error) for arbitrary polynomials of degree d− t+O(1). Thus, the PRG of446

Viola [43] for such polynomials, which uses a seed of length O((d− t) · (2d−t + log(n))), is447

also a HSG for Pn,2,d,2−t .448

The proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 appear in the full version (see [15, Section 5]).449

On the tightness of the reduction above450

Recall that there is a gap between the seed length of the explicit HSG above and the seed451

length of the non-explicit HSG from Theorem 2, which is O
(

(d− t) · log( n
d−t )

)
. We note452

that to close this gap, one does not need to improve the reduction detailed above, but only453

the explicit PRG for arbitrary polynomials (i.e., Viola’s construction). Specifically, if there454

exists an explicit PRG for all polynomials of degree d′ = d − t + O(1) with seed length455

O(d′ · log(n/d′)) (matching the non-explicit upper-bound for such PRGs), then the reduction456

above yields a HSG for Pn,2,d,2−t with seed length O((d− t) · log(n/(d− t))).457

3 Preliminaries458

We denote random variables by boldface. For an alphabet Σ and n ∈ N, we denote the459

uniform distribution over Σn by un, where Σ will be clear from context.460

3.1 Polynomials Over Finite Fields461

We consider multivariate polynomials over a finite field. A polynomial p : Fn → F of degree462

d can be viewed as a codeword in the corresponding Reed-Muller code; thus, if p is non-zero,463

then the relative distance of the corresponding Reed-Muller code, which is stated below,464

lower bounds the fraction of inputs on which p does not vanish.465

I Theorem 8 (distance of the Reed-Muller code; see, e.g., [20]). For any d, q ∈ N, let466

a = bd/(q − 1)c and b = d (mod q − 1). The relative distance of the Reed-Muller code of467

degree d over alphabet q is δRM (d, q) = q−a · (1− b/q) ≥ q−d/(q−1).468

The OR : Fk → F function maps any non-zero input z ∈ Fk \ {0k} to 1 ∈ F, and maps469

0k to zero. We consider a generalization of this function, which we call multivalued OR; a470

multivalued OR function maps any non-zero z ∈ Fk \ {0k} to some non-zero element (i.e.,471

different non-zero inputs may yield different outputs), while still mapping 0k to zero. That472

is:473

I Definition 9 (multivalued OR functions). For any finite field F, we say that a polynomial474

mvOR : Fk → F is a multivalued OR function if mvOR(0k) = 0, but mvOR(x) 6= 0 for every475

x 6= 0k.476

For a fixed field F there are many different k-variate multivalued OR functions. Indeed,477

the standard OR function is a multivalued OR function, but it has maximal degree k · (q − 1)478

as a polynomial. We will need k-variate multivalued OR functions that are of much lower479

degree (i.e., degree approximately k); such functions can be constructed relying on well-known480
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techniques in algebraic geometry (see [40, Proposition 7.3] for the construction, and see481

e.g. [13, Exercise 8] for a reference to the well-known underlying techniques):482

I Proposition 10 (low-degree multivalued OR function). Let F be a finite field and let k ∈ N.483

Then, there exists a multivalued OR function mvOR : Fk → F that is computable by a polynomial484

of degree less than 2k.485

3.2 Hitting-Set Generators486

We recall the standard definitions of hitting-set generators (HSGs), of hitting-set generators487

and of pseudorandom generators (PRGs). Recall that HSGs for a class of polynomials need488

to produce a set of inputs such that any polynomial from the class evaluates to non-zero on489

some input in the set. That is:490

I Definition 11 (hitting-set generator). Fix a field F, and let d, n ∈ N. A function491

H : {0, 1}` → Fn is a hitting-set generator for a set of functions P ⊆ {Fn → F} if for492

every non-zero function p ∈ P there exists s ∈ {0, 1}` satisfying p(H(s)) 6= 0. In this case,493

the set S = {H(s) : s ∈ {0, 1}`} is called a hitting-set for P.494

I Definition 12 (explicit hitting-set generators). Let `, q, d : N→ N, let {Fq(n)}n∈N such that495

for every n ∈ N it holds that Fq(n) is a field of size q(n), and let H = {Hn : {0, 1}`(n) → Fnq(n)}496

such that for every n ∈ N it holds that Hn is a hitting-set generator for polynomials of degree497

d(n). We say that H is polynomial-time computable if there exists an algorithm that gets as498

input s ∈ {0, 1}` and outputs Hn(s) in time poly(`, log(q), n).499

The standard definition of PRGs for polynomials in p : Fn → F that we will use is as500

follows. Consider the distribution over F that is obtained by uniformly choosing x ∈ Fn501

and outputting p(x), and the distribution over F that is obtained by choosing a seed s for a502

PRG G and outputting p(G(s)). We require that the statistical distance between the two503

distributions is small. That is:504

I Definition 13 (pseudorandom generator). Fix a field F, let d, n ∈ N, and let ρ > 0. A505

function G : {0, 1}` → Fn is a pseudorandom generator with error ρ for polynomials of degree506

d if for every polynomial p : Fn → F of degree at most d it holds that507 ∑
σ∈F

∣∣∣ Pr
s∈{0,1}`

[p(G(s)) = σ]− Pr
x∈Fn

[p(x) = σ]
∣∣∣ ≤ ρ.508

An alternative standard definition of PRGs for polynomials requires that the “character509

distance”
∣∣∣Ex∈Fn [ep(x)] − Ex[ep(G(s))]

∣∣∣ will be small, where e is any (fixed, non-trivial)510

character of F. The “character distance” and the statistical distance are equivalent, up to a511

multiplicative factor of
√
q − 1 (see [27, Lemma 2.4]).512

Lastly, we recall the standard lower bound on the size of hitting-sets for polynomials513

of degree d and state the complementary upper-bound that is obtained by a standard514

probabilistic argument. (For proofs see [15, Section 3].)515

I Fact 14 (lower bound on the size of hitting-sets for linear subspaces). Let F be a finite field,516

let n ∈ N, and let C ⊆ {Fn → F} be a linear subspace of dimension D = dim(C). Then,517

any hitting-set for C has at least D points. In particular, for any d < n, any hitting-set for518

degree-d polynomials Fn → F has size at least
(
n+d
d

)
, and correspondingly the seed length of519

any hitting-set generator for such polynomials is at least d · log(n/d).520

I Fact 15 (upper bound on the size of hitting-sets). Let F be a finite field, let n ∈ N, and let521

d < n. Then, there exists a (non-explicit) hitting-set generator for polynomials Fn → F of522

degree d with seed length O(d · log(n/d) + log log(q)).523
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3.3 Dispersers and Extractors524

We recall the definition of dispersers Disp : [N ]×{0, 1}` → [M ], where we identify the domain525

N with the vector space Fn and the range M with the vector space Fm.526

I Definition 16 (disperser). Let F be a finite field of size q = |F|. A function Disp : Fn ×527

{0, 1}` → Fm is a (k, δ)-disperser if for every T ⊆ Fm of size |T | ≥ δ · qm, the probability528

over x ∈ Fn that for all i ∈ {0, 1}` it holds that Disp(x, i) /∈ T is less than 2k/qn. The value529

` is the seed length of the disperser.11530

In this work we are interested in dispersers that can be computed by low-degree polynomi-531

als. Specifically, we require that for each fixed seed s ∈ {0, 1}` and output index i ∈ [m], the532

function that maps any z ∈ Fn to the ith output of Disp at z with seed s (i.e., z 7→ Disp(z, s)i)533

has low degree as a polynomial Fn → F.534

I Definition 17 (degree of a disperser). We say that a disperser Disp : Fn × {0, 1}` → Fm535

has degree d if for every fixed s ∈ {0, 1}` and i ∈ [m], the polynomial ps,i : Fn → F defined by536

ps,i(z) = Disp(z, s)i is of degree at most d. If d = 1, then we say the disperser is linear.537

Recall that there are two standard dispersers that are linear: The naive disperser, which538

treats its input z ∈ Fn as a list of samples from Fm and its seed as an index of a sample539

in this list; and the subspace sampler, which treats its input as the description of an affine540

subspace in Fm and its seed as an index of an element in the subspace. Nevertheless, these541

dispersers have disadvantages (small output length and large seed length, respectively), and542

in our results we will use more sophisticated linear dispersers (see Section 5 for details).543

Alternatively, one can verify that Definition 16 is equivalent to the following definition:544

Disp is a (k, δ)-disperser if for any random variable x ∼ Fn with min-entropy12 k, the support545

of Disp(x,u`) covers at least (1− δ)qm elements from Fm. Although dispersers will be our546

main pseudorandom object, we will sometimes work with the stronger notion of an extractor.547

While in dispersers we only care about covering almost all of Fm, in extractors we want to548

do it uniformly, i.e., we require Ext(x,u`) to be δ-close to the uniform distribution um over549

Fm. Formally:550

I Definition 18 (extractor). Let F be a finite field of size q = |F|. A function Ext : Fn ×551

{0, 1}` → Fm is a (k, δ)-extractor if for every random variable x ∼ Fn with min-entropy k it552

holds that Ext(x,u`) is δ-close to um. The value ` is the seed length of the extractor.553

As the support size of a distribution which is δ-close to um is at least (1 − δ)qm, any554

(k, δ)-extractor is readily a (k, δ)-disperser.555

4 Lower Bounds from Low-Degree Dispersers556

In this section we prove general results that use low-degree dispersers to reduce hitting557

arbitrary polynomials to hitting polynomials that vanish rarely (and thus deduce lower bounds558

for the latter); this follows the high-level explanations that were presented in Section 2.1.559

The following proposition specifies the reduction itself, and the subsequent corollary specifies560

the lower bounds that we can obtain using the reduction.561

11 In this work we take the hitter view of a disperser, which is equivalent to the following standard definition
of dispersers: For every random variable x ∼ Fn with min-entropy k, Disp(x,u`) has support size at
least (1− δ)qm.

12A random variable x has min-entropy k if for every x ∈ supp(x) is holds that Pr[x = x] ≤ 2−k.
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I Proposition 19 (reducing hitting polynomials to hitting polynomials that vanish rarely by562

sampling from the seeds of a disperser). Let m, d0 ∈ N, let F be a field of size q, and let563

δ = δRM (d0, q). For k < log(qn), let ε = 2k/qn, let ρ < 1− ε, and let r = logq(1/ρ). Assume564

that:565

1. There exists a (k, δ)-disperser Disp : Fn × {0, 1}` → Fm of degree dDisp ∈ N.566

2. There exists a hitting-set W ⊆ Fn for polynomials Fn → F of degree d = 2d0 · r · dDisp that567

vanish on at most
√
ρ+ ε of their inputs.568

Then, there exists a hitting-set W0 ⊆ Fm for polynomials Fm → F of degree d0 such that569

|W0| ≤ |W | · 2`.570

Proof. For L = 2`, let W0 = {Disp(z, i) : z ∈ W, i ∈ [L]}. We will prove that W0 is a571

hitting-set for polynomials Fm → F of degree d0.572

To do so, fix any non-zero polynomial f : Fm → F of degree d0. Let V = {x ∈ Fm : f(x) =573

0} be the set of points on which f vanishes, and let G = {z ∈ Fn : ∃i ∈ [L],Disp(z, i) /∈ V }574

be the set of inputs z ∈ Fn for Disp such that for some i ∈ [L] it holds that f does not vanish575

on Disp(z, i). Note that G has density at least 1− ε; this is the case since |V |/qm ≤ 1− δ576

(and recall that δ is the distance of the corresponding Reed-Muller code and f is non-zero),577

and since Disp is a (k, δ)-disperser.578

Note that W0 is a hitting-set for f if and only if Prz∈W [z ∈ G] > 0. We will prove579

that Prz∈W [z ∈ G] > 0 using Lemma 22. To construct the distribution p over polynomials580

in Fn → F needed for the hypothesis of the lemma, fix a multivalued OR polynomial581

mvOR : Fr → F of degree less than 2r as in Proposition 10. Then, sampling p ∼ p is equivalent582

to the following random process:583

Uniformly and independently choose α(1), ..., α(r) ∈ FL, and output the polynomial584

p(z) = mvOR
(∑

i∈[L] α
(1)
i · f(Disp(z, i)), ...,

∑
i∈[L] α

(r)
i · f(Disp(z, i))

)
.585

Note that each p ∼ p has degree less than d = dDisp ·d0 ·2r. Also note that for any z /∈ G we586

have that Pr[p(z) = 0] = 1, whereas for any z ∈ G we have that Pr[p(z) 6= 0] ≥ 1−q−r = 1−ρ.587

Using Lemma 22 and the hypothesis that W is a hitting-set for polynomials that vanish on588

at most
√
ρ+ ε of their inputs, we deduce that Prz∈W [z ∈ G] > 0, as we wanted.589

Using the reduction from Proposition 19, and relying on the unconditional lower bound590

from Fact 14, we obtain the following result, which uses low-degree dispersers to deduce591

lower bounds on HSGs for polynomials that vanish rarely:592

I Corollary 20 (a lower bound by sampling from the seeds of a disperser). Let m, d0 ∈ N such593

that d0 < m, let F be a field of size q, and let δ = δRM (d0, q). For t ∈ N and k = (n−2t)·log(q),594

assume that there exists a linear (k, δ)-disperser Disp : Fn×{0, 1}` → Fm. Then, any hitting-595

set W ⊆ Fn for polynomials in Fn → F of degree d = 4d0 · t that vanish on at most
√

2 · q−t596

of their inputs has size at least
(
m+d0
d0

)
· 2−`. In particular, the seed length for any such597

hitting-set is at least598

Ω
(
d

t
· log

(
m · t
d

))
,599

provided that t ≤ log(mt/d)
8` · d.600

Proof. We use Proposition 19 with the parameter values ε = ρ = q−2t ≤ 1/4 (such that601

r = 2t) and dDisp = 1, and rely on the fact that any hitting-set W0 ⊆ Fm for all polynomials602

Fm → F of degree d0 has size at least
(
m+d0
d0

)
(i.e., on Fact 14). The seed length (in bits)603
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for sampling from the hitting-set is thus at least d0 · log(m/d0)− ` = d
4t · log(4mt/d)− ` ≥604

Ω((d/t) · log(mt/d), where the last inequality is due to the hypothesis that d
4t · log(mt/d) ≥ 2`.605

606

Finally, note that if there exists a linear (k, δ)-disperser Fnq × {0, 1}` → Fmq with optimal607

parameters, then we get a lower bound of Ω((d/t) · log(nt/d)) for essentially all settings of608

the parameters. That is:609

I Corollary 21 (lower bounds assuming an optimal linear disperser). Assume that for every610

n, q, k ∈ N and δ > 0 there exists a linear (k, δ)-disperser Disp : Fnq × {0, 1}` → Fmq where611

` = log(n · log(q)− k) + log(1/δ) +O(1) and m · log(q) = k + `− log log(1/δ)−O(1). Then,612

for every constant c > 1 there exists a constant γ > 0 such that the following holds.613

Let n, q, d, t ∈ N such that q ≤ 2nc , and d < n/2, and t ≤ γ ·n, and q−1
log(q) ·log(nt/d) ≥ 1/γ.614

Then, the seed length of any HSG for Pn,q,d,√2·q−t is at least Ω
(
d
t · log

(
n·t
d

))
.615

Proof. Let d0 = d/4t, and let a = d0/(q − 1) such that δ = δRM (d0, q) ≥ q−a. When616

instantiating the hypothesized linear disperser with parameters n and k = (n− 2t) · log(q)617

and δ = q−a, it has seed length ` = O(log(t · log(q)) + (d/4t) · (log(q)/(q − 1))) and output618

length m = Ω(n). Relying on Corollary 20, we get a lower bound of Ω ((d/t) · log(n · (t/d))),619

assuming that d0 < m (which holds since we assumed that d < n/2) and that t ≤ log(nt/d)
8` · d.620

Thus, we just need to verify the latter condition.621

We verify the condition by a case analysis. The first case is when t ≥
√
d/4(q − 1), which622

implies that the seed length is ` = O(log(t · log(q))). The condition in this case holds since623

log(nt/d) = Ω(log(n)) and q ≤ 2poly(n), which implies that log(nt/d)
8` = Ω(1). The second case624

is when t <
√
d/4(q − 1), which implies that the seed length is ` = O((d/t) · log(q)/(q − 1)).625

The condition in this case holds if and only if q−1
log(q) · log(nt/d) is larger than a sufficiently626

large constant, which is our hypothesis.627

5 Lower Bounds Over General Finite Fields628

In this section we describe our lower bounds on the seed length of HSGs for polynomials that629

vanish rarely, which are proved by instantiating the approach from Section 4 with specific630

dispersers that are suitable for the corresponding parameter settings.631

We prove three incomparable lower bounds. Our first and main lower bound is a632

generalization of Theorem 1. This lower bound is of the form Ω((d/t) · log(n1−Ω(1)t/d)), and633

holds under complicated conditions on the degree d and on t; in particular, for d ≤ n.49 as in634

Theorem 1, it holds for all values of t up to Ω(d). For details see Theorem 23 in Appendix B.635

Our two additional lower bounds, which are detailed and proved in the full version636

(see [15, Section 6.3]), hold in more specific settings than the foregoing lower bound, but637

have advantages over this bound. The first of the two lower bounds holds only when d ≤ q638

(i.e., when the corresponding Reed-Muller code has distance Ω(1)); this lower bound is of639

the same form as in Theorem 23, but holds for higher degrees up to d ≤ n1−Ω(1) without640

complicated conditions on d and t. The second lower bound holds only over fields of constant641

size; this lower bound is of the stronger form Ω((d/t) · log(nt/d)),13 and holds for degrees d642

up to Ω(n), but only for value of t /
√
d.643

13Recall, from Corollary 21, that this is the lower is that would be obtained if there exists a linear disperser
with optimal parameters.
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A Randomized Tests753

The proofs of both our upper bounds and of our lower bounds relies on a general observation754

that we explain here. The observation is essentially from [40, Sections 2.1 & 4], following a755

proof idea from [10].756

Assume that we want to deterministically find an element in a set G ⊆ Fn. A standard757

way to do so is to show that G can by decided by a simple algorithm p (e.g., p is a low-degree758

polynomial), which we think of as a simple test. Then, a hitting-set generator for p outputs759

an element in G. Our goal now is to find an element in G using a hitting-set generator760

for tests that are simpler than p. The basic observation is that if G can be decided, with761

high probability, by a distribution p over simple tests, then a hitting-set generator with762

small density for the tests in the support of p outputs an element in G (see [40, Observation763

2.1]). The advantage is that instead of constructing a deterministic test p we can now764

construct a randomized test p, whose complexity is potentially lower than that of p; that765

is, the complexity of the tests in the support of the distribution p may be lower than the766

complexity of the deterministic test p.767

The observation above can be extended in various ways (see [40] for details), and we will768

apply it in two specific settings. In the first setting, which is useful for our lower bound769

proofs, the set G is dense (i.e., Prx∈Fn [x ∈ G] ≥ .99), and can be decided by a distribution770

p over polynomials with small “one-sided” error (i.e., every x ∈ G is accepted with high771

probability, and every x /∈ G is rejected with probability one). We show that in this case,772

any hitting-set generator for the polynomials in the support of p that vanish rarely outputs773

an element in G (and this holds without any density requirement from the HSG).774

I Lemma 22 (randomized tests). Let ε, ρ > 0 such that ε+ ρ < 1, and let G ⊆ Fn be such775

that Prx∈Fn [x ∈ G] ≥ 1 − ε. Assume that there exists a distribution p over polynomials776

p : Fn → F such that:777

1. For every fixed x ∈ G it holds that Pr[p(x) 6= 0] ≥ 1− ρ.778

2. For every fixed x /∈ G it holds that Pr[p(x) = 0] = 1.779

Let w be a distribution over Fn such that for every p : Fn → F in the support of p that780

vanishes on at most a
√
ρ+ ε fraction of its inputs there exists w ∼ w such that p(w) 6= 0.781

Then, there exists w ∼ w such that w ∈ G.782

We give the proof of Lemma 22 in the full version of the paper (see [15, Section 4]).783

In the second setting, which is useful for our upper-bound proof (see [15, Section 5]), we784

want to “fool” a polynomial p : Fn → F using a pseudorandom generator for polynomials785

that are simpler than p (e.g., they are of lower degree). This is indeed possible if there is a786

distribution h over polynomials that are simpler than p such that for every fixed x ∈ Fn → F787

it holds that Pr[h(x) = p(x)] is high. We defer the details of the second setting to the full788

version (see [15, Section 4]).789
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7:20 On Hitting-Set Generators for Polynomials that Vanish Rarely

B The Main Lower Bound: Proof of Theorem 1790

In this section we prove lower bounds that hold also when the degree is much larger than791

the field size (i.e., d� q). Specifically, we will prove the following, more general version of792

Theorem 1:793

I Theorem 23 (a lower bound using the Shaltiel-Umans linear disperser; a more general version794

of Theorem 1). For any two constants γ > 0 and γ′ > 0 there exists a constant γ′′ > 0 such795

that the following holds. Let n, d, t, q ∈ N such that q ≤ n1/γ′ is a prime power, d ≤ n/4,796

and:797

(essentially all values of ε = q−t) t ≤ γ′′ · log(nt/d)
log(n) · d.798

(auxiliary condition that holds for typical settings) q−1
log(q) · log(nt/d) ≥ 1/γ′′.799

(main condition: d/t is upper-bounded) d/t ≤ γ′′ ·min
{

q−1
log(q) · n

γ , n1−(γ+γ′)
}
.800

Then, the seed length of any HSG for Pn,q,d,√2·q−t is at least Ω
(
d
t · log

(
n1−(γ+γ′)·t

d

))
.801

To deduce Theorem 1 from Theorem 23, note that if we are willing to assume that802

d ≤ n.49, then we can choose γ = .499 and γ′ > 0 that is sufficiently small, and the three803

conditions in Theorem 23 hold for every q ≤ n1/γ′ and t ≤ γ′′ · d.804

To prove Theorem 23 we will instantiate Corollary 20 with a linear disperser that805

we will construct relying on the extractor of Shaltiel and Umans [36]. Recall that [36]806

constructed an extractor Ext : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}` → {0, 1}m by first constructing what they807

called a q-ary extractor, whose output lies in a field of size poly(n) and only satisfies a808

relatively-weak unpredictability requirement, and then transforming the q-ary extractor to a809

standard extractor over the binary alphabet (the transformation follows an idea of Ta-Shma,810

Zuckerman, and Safra [39]).811

We want to construct a low-degree disperser Disp : Fnq ×{0, 1}` → Fq where the field Fq is812

of size much smaller than poly(n) (i.e., q ≤ nγ′ for some small constant γ′ > 0). To do so, we813

take as a starting-point their construction of a q0-ary extractor from [36], where q0 = poly(n),814

and then generalize their transformation of q0-ary extractors to standard extractors (and in815

particular dispersers) such that the resulting extractor is both over the field Fq, rather than816

over a binary alphabet, and linear.817

Towards presenting the construction, let us first recall the definition of q0-ary extractors818

and the main construction of such objects from [36].819

I Definition 24 (q0-ary extractor). For n, k,m, ` ∈ N and ρ > 0, and a prime power q0 ∈ N,820

we say that Ext0 : Fnq0×{0, 1}
` → Fmq0 is a (k, ρ) q0-ary extractor if for every random variable x821

over Fnq0 with min-entropy at least k, and every i ∈ [m], and every function P : Fi−1
q0 → Fρ−2

q0 ,822

it holds that Prx∼x,u∼u` [P (Ext0(x, u)1, ...,Ext0(x, u)i−1) 3 Ext0(x, u)i] ≤ ρ.823

I Theorem 25 ([36, Theorem 4.5, Item 1]). There exists a universal constant c > 1 such824

that the following holds. Let n0, q0, k,m, r, h ∈ N and ρ > 0 such that q0 is a prime power,825

and the following inequalities hold:826

1. (sufficiently large auxiliary parameters h and r) n0 ≤
(
h+r−1
r

)
.827

2. (sufficiently large field) q0 ≥ c · (h·r)2

ρ4 .828

3. (sufficiently small output length) m ≤ k−log(1/ρ)
c·h·r·log(q0) .829

Then, there exists an r×r matrix A over Fq0 such that the following holds. Let Ext0 : Fn0
q0 ×830

{0, 1}r·log(q0) → Fmq0 be defined by Ext0(x, v) = px(A1 · v) ◦ px(A2 · v) ◦ ... ◦ px(Am · v), where831

v is interpreted as an element in Frq0 , and px : Frq0 → Fq0 is the r-variate polynomial of total832

degree h− 1 whose coefficients are specified by x. Then, Ext0 is a (k, ρ) q0-ary extractor.833
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Note that in [36] the input of the extractor is represented in binary and interpreted as n0834

elements in Fq, whereas in Theorem 25 we considered the input as n0 elements in Fq. The two835

formulations are equivalent, since a random variable over Fn0
q0 has min-entropy k if and only if836

the corresponding random variable over {0, 1}n0·log(q0) has min-entropy k. Also note that [36,837

Lemma 4.4] showed that A can be constructed in time qO(r)
0 (by an exhaustive search over838

the field F(q0)r ), and deduced that the extractor is efficiently computable; however, we will839

not use this property of the extractor.840

We now present the transformation of q0-ary extractors to standard extractors whose841

inputs and outputs are vectors over Fq, where q � q0; as mentioned above, the proof, given842

in the full version, generalizes an idea from [39]. The intuition for this transformation is843

the following. Consider the output distribution of a q0-ary extractor as consisting of blocks844

of elements from Fq, where each block represents a single element from Fq0 ; by definition,845

the output distribution of a q0-ary extractor is “next-element unpredictable”, and hence the846

distribution of elements from Fq is a block source (see, e.g., [41, Section 6.3.1]). Following847

Nisan and Zuckerman [34], we compose the q0-ary extractor with a strong extractor over848

Fq that outputs a single element (and maps each block to a single element) and obtain an849

extractor over Fq. We will specifically use a single-output extractor that is obtained from a850

linear list-decodable code (see, e.g., [38, Claim 4.1]), relying on well-known constructions of851

such codes.14852

I Proposition 26 (transforming a q0-ary extractor into a standard extractor over Fq). Let853

ρ > 0, let q be a prime power, let q0 = q∆ for some ∆ ∈ N, and let C : F∆
q → F∆̄

q be a854

(1 − 1/q − ρ, ρ−2)-list-decodable code. Assume that Ext0 : Fn0
q0 × {0, 1}

`0 → Fmq0 is a (k, ρ)855

q0-ary extractor. Let Ext : Fnq × {0, 1}` → Fmq , where n = n0 · ∆ and ` = `0 + log(∆̄), be856

defined by857

Ext(x, (y, j)) = C(Ext0(x̂, y)1)j ◦ . . . ◦ C(Ext0(x̂, y)m)j ,858

where x̂ ∈ Fn0
q0 is the vector that is represented by x ∈ Fn0·∆

q . Then, Ext is a (k, 2qm · ρ)-859

extractor.860

We now combine Theorem 25 and Proposition 26 to obtain a linear (k, δ)-disperser861

Fnq × {0, 1}` → Fmq with output length m = k/nΩ(1) and seed length ` = O(log(n/δ)). We862

provide the proof in the full version of the paper.863

I Theorem 27 (an adaptation of the Shaltiel-Umans extractor to a linear disperser over general864

finite fields). For any two constants γ, γ′ > 0 the following holds. Let n, k, q ∈ N such865

that k ≥ nγ+γ′ and q ≤ n1/γ′ , and let δ ≥ 2−nγ+log(2qn). Then, there exists a linear866

(k, δ)-disperser Disp : Fnq × {0, 1}` → Fmq , where ` = Oγ′(log(n/δ)) and m = Ωγ′
(
k/nγ+γ′

)
.867

Finally, we deduce our lower bound from Theorem 23 using Corollary 20 with the linear868

disperser from Theorem 27.869

Proof of Theorem 23. Let d0 = d/4t, and let a = d0/(q−1) such that δ = δRM (d0, q) ≥ q−a.870

We instantiate the linear disperser from Theorem 27 with parameters n and k = (n−2t)·log(q)871

and δ = q−a ≥ 2−nγ+log(2qn), and with the parameters γ > 0 and γ′ > 0. The conditions872

of Theorem 27 hold due to our hypotheses that d/t ≤ γ′′ · q−1
log(q) · n

γ (which implies that873

14 In fact, since in our case the output of the q0-ary extractor is not only unpredictable but also unpredictable
by predictors that output a list of elements, we use a simpler proof that does not go through the notion
of strong extractors.
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δ ≥ 2−nγ+log(2qn)) and that d ≤ n/4 (which implies that k = Ω(n)). For these parameters,874

the disperser has seed length ` = O(log(n/δ)) = O(log(n) + (d/4t) · (log(q)/(q − 1))) and875

output length m = Ω(n1−(γ+γ′)).876

Relying on Corollary 20, we get a lower bound of Ω
(

(d/t) · log(n1−(γ+γ′) · (t/d))
)
, as-877

suming that d0 < m (which holds since d/4t < γ′′ ·n1−(γ+γ′)) and that t ≤ log(nt/d)
8` ·d. Thus,878

we just need to verify the latter condition.879

We verify the condition by a case analysis. The first case is when log(n) > d log(q)
4t(q−1) , which880

implies that the seed length is ` = O(log(n)); then, the condition that we want holds due to881

our hypothesis t ≤ γ′′ · log(nt/d)
log(n) · d. In the second case we have that d log(q)

4t(q−1) ≥ log(n), which882

implies that the seed length is ` = O
(
d log(q)
t(q−1)

)
; then, the condition holds since we assumed883

that q−1
log(q) · log(nt/d) ≥ 1/γ′′.884

C Small Sets With a Large Degree-d Closure885

In this section we establish a connection between the study of HSGs for polynomials that886

vanish rarely, and the study of small sets with large degree-d closures, which was recently887

initiated by Nie and Wang [33]. To do so let us first define the degree-d closure of a set888

S ⊆ Fn:889

I Definition 28 (degree-d closure). Let F be a finite field, and let n, d ∈ N. Then, for any890

S ⊆ Fn, we define the degree-d closure of S, denoted Cl(d)(S), by Cl(d) = {x ∈ Fn : ∀p ∈891

I(S), p(x) = 0}, where I(S) = {p : Fn → F : deg(p) = d ∧ ∀s ∈ S, p(s) = 0}.892

We now restate and prove Theorem 5, which shows two reductions. Loosely speaking,893

we show that any set with degree-d closure of size qn−t is a hitting-set for polynomials that894

vanish with probability at most q−t; and we show that any hitting-set for polynomials that895

vanish with probability at most q−t has degree-d′ closure of size qn−t/2, for d′ that is not896

much smaller than d.897

I Theorem 5 (small sets with large closures versus hitting-sets for polynomials that vanish898

rarely). Let F be a field of size q, let n ∈ N and t < d < n, and let S ⊆ Fn. Then,899

1. If
∣∣∣Cl(d)(S)

∣∣∣ > qn−t, then S is a hitting-set for Pn,q,d,q−t .900

2. If S is a hitting-set for Pn,q,d,q−t , then
∣∣∣Cl(d/2(t+1))(S)

∣∣∣ > 1
2 · q

n−t.901

Proof. For the first statement, let S ⊆ Fn be such that
∣∣∣Cl(d)(S)

∣∣∣ > qn−t. Then, every902

degree-d polynomial that vanishes on S also vanishes on more than qn−t of the inputs. It903

follows that S is a hitting-set for Pn,q,d,q−t .904

For the second statement, for d′ = d/2(t+ 1), assuming that
∣∣∣Cl(d′)(S)

∣∣∣ ≤ 1
2 · q

n−t, we905

construct a degree-d polynomial that vanishes on S and that vanishes on at most qn−t inputs906

in Fn (and it follows that S is not a hitting-set for Pn,q,d,q−t).907

To construct the polynomial, let T1 = Fn \ Cl(d′)(S). Note that for every x ∈ T1 there908

exists a degree-d′ polynomial px that vanishes on S, but does not vanish at x. We can thus909

construct a collection P1 of degree-d′ polynomials such that for every x ∈ T1 there exists a910

corresponding px ∈ P1 satisfying px(x) 6= 0. (Indeed, a single polynomial might “cover” two911

distinct inputs, i.e. px = py for x 6= y.)912
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Now, consider the distribution p1 over polynomials Fn → F that is defined by913

p1(z) =
∑
x∈T1

cx · px(z),914

where the coefficients cx are uniformly and independently chosen in F. Note that p1 is915

supported by polynomials of degree d′ that vanish on S. Also note that for any fixed z ∈ T1916

we have that917

Pr[p1(z) = 0] = Pr
[∑
x∈T1

cx · px(z) = 0
]

918

= E
{cx}x∈T1\{z}

Pr

cz · pz(z) = −
∑

x∈T1\{z}

cx · px(z)

 ,919

920

which equals 1/q since pz(z) 6= 0. Therefore, there exists a fixed polynomial p of degree d′921

that vanishes on S and on at most 1/q of the inputs in T1.922

We now repeat this step t additional times, while maintaining the invariant that for every923

x ∈ Ti there exists a polynomial px ∈ Pi such that px(x) 6= 0. Specifically, for i = 2, ..., t+ 1,924

we let Ti = Ti−1 ∩ {x ∈ Ti : pi−1(x) = 0} and Pi = Pi−1 \ {pi−1}. Note that |Ti| ≤ |Ti−1|/q,925

and that for every x ∈ Ti there exists px ∈ Pi such that px(x) 6= 0. We again define a926

distribution pi(z) =
∑
x∈Ti cx · px(z), and using the same argument as above, we deduce927

that there exists a fixed polynomial pi of degree d′ that vanishes on S and on at most 1/q of928

the inputs in Ti.929

After t + 1 steps we obtain t + 1 polynomials p1, ..., pt+1 of degree d′ that vanish on930

S such that
∣∣∣{x /∈ Cl(d)(S) : ∀i ∈ [t], pi(x) = 0}

∣∣∣ ≤ |T1|/qt+1 ≤ 1
2 · q

−t. Let p : Fn → F931

be the multivalued OR of p1, ..., pt+1, defined by p(x) = mvOR(p1(x), ..., pt(x)). Note that932

deg(p) < 2(t+1)·d′ = d, and that p vanishes on S. Thus, denoting δ =
∣∣∣Cl(d′)(S)

∣∣∣/qn ≤ 1
2 ·q
−t,933

we have that934

Pr
x∈Fn

[p(x) = 0] = δ + (1− δ) · q−(t+1) < q−t.935

which implies that p ∈ Pn,q,d,q−t . Hence, S is not a hitting-set for Pn,q,d,q−t .936

As mentioned in Section 1.3, we can obtain an upper-bound on the size of Cl(d)(S) for937

any sufficiently-small set S, by combining Theorem 23 and the first item of Theorem 5.938

Specifically, we can deduce that for every 2 ≤ q ≤ poly(n) and d ≤ n.49 and t ≤ γ · d939

(where γ > 0 is a sufficiently small constant), any set S of size |S| ≤ nγ·(d/t) satisfies940 ∣∣∣Cl(d)(S)
∣∣∣ ≤ qn−t. However, this corollary is superseded by the upper-bound of [33], who941

showed that for any S ⊆ Fn it holds that
∣∣∣Cl(d)(S)

∣∣∣ ≤ |S|
(n+d
d ) · q

n.942

Indeed, since the problem of constructing small sets with large degree-d closures is at943

least as hard as the problem of constructing HSGs for polynomials that vanish rarely (due to944

the first item of Theorem 5), it might be inherent that a direct lower bound on the former945

problem is stronger than a lower bound that is obtained via a reduction from the latter946

problem.947
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